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Introduction
Visualisation makes it possible to identify patterns in data to enhance
understanding. This can be classified into types such as data visualisation,
information visualisation, scientific visualisation and information graphics.
Visualisation in this paper is defined as data visualisation, which includes
information visualisation and scientific visualisation, as proposed by Post, Nielson
and Bonneau (2003). This paper therefore seeks to investigate the role of
visualisation across a range of the contexts.
Traditional visualisation, according to data structures, types and size, focuses on
meaning for understanding as an efficient means of communication. It enables
users to communicate data accurately and quickly. However, research has
increasingly argued that an aesthetic consideration of visualisation can add value
to the perceptive aspect and improve the accessibility of communication (Cawthon
& Moere 2007; Norman 2004; Tractinsky 2004). For example, a beautiful
visualisation can attract users to engage more deeply in decoding information from
data.
This paper therefore develops a visualisation conceptual framework that proposes
a relationship along a continuum between communication and aesthetic experience.
The framework demonstrates the relationship between the characteristics of
communication and aesthetics, the typical forms they take, and how they are
perceived by an audience. Based on this framework, a new aesthetic approach to
visualisation that integrates the aesthetics of traditional Chinese yijing aesthetic is
proposed.
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Traditional visualisation
The main purpose of traditional visualisation is to clearly communicate information
effectively and efficiently through graphics (Friedman 2008; Wijk 2006). Visualisation
aims to apply visual forms to display facts or patterns hidden inside abstract data.
Those facts or patterns may include natural phenomena in scientific visualisation, for
example, weather models or the structure of the human body. This process of
visualisation emphasises the functional and usability requirements for easy
comprehension (Gaviria 2008).
Traditional forms of visualisation used in pure communication include diagrams,
charts, graphs, waveforms and 3D animation. All forms share similar
characteristics: recognition, readability and meaning. Those characteristics of form
are moderated by the key criteria for effectiveness related to accuracy of
communication and efficiency in terms of the speed at which meaning is extracted.
In this process, users may able to quickly and accurately recognise, read and
understand the meaning of visualized data through the organized form. Figure 1 is
a typical example of this, demonstrating how traditional visualisation can be used to
enhance communication. This represents data in the form of a graph displaying
Napoleon’s march to Moscow in 1812-1813. It uses X and Y coordinates to
represent the kilometers (KM) marched and the number of survivors. The graph
displays the information in a manner that emphasises the massive loss of life in a
clear and unambiguous way showing how the number of survivors halved every
360KM (Mernagh n.d.).
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Figure 1: The Mathematical model and graph of Napoleon’s March to Moscow - Michael
Mernagh (Mernagh n.d.)

Nielson, Shriver and Rosenblum (1990) describe the value of graphical display as a
basis of scientific visualisation serving as a tool to enhance the interpretation of
scientific data (Cunningham, Brown & McGrath 1990).
EEG data visualisation (Figure 2) is one example of scientific data visualisation,
which is typically communicated using a waveform. Figure 2 details the shape of
waveform with frequencies and bands showing electrical activity over time. As such,
it is more readily understood compared to reading directly from raw numerical data
(Lang 2008). This highlights the importance of recognition and readability in effective
communication through the process of data organisation.
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Figure 2: The diagram shows a pattern of wake-to-sleep in which the waveform presents
frequencies from wake to stage 1 (Carskadon & Dement 2011)

Aesthetics and visualisation
Organised data can do much to aid communication but by its very focus on efficiency
and accuracy, tends to ignore the role of viewers beyond their physiological and
cognitive capacity to understand content. Aesthetics introduces concepts of
sensation, feeling, or perception (Cooper 1997). Immanuel Kant suggests that
aesthetic experience is a subjective judgment on whether an object is beautiful,
which depends on the viewer’s subjective experience and not the object itself
(Crawford 1974). The concept of aesthetics has been long known to have a
relationship with a human’s perceptual experience of objects, in which pleasure or
displeasure might be felt in response to interaction with an object. These, therefore
embrace less tangible concepts such as beauty, elegance and sublimity (Janaway
2006).
The concept of aesthetics has been gaining attention as a means to promote a
positive effect in viewers that enhances experience and amplifies the ability to
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interpret information. This has been recognised within the discipline of design, where
research has demonstrated that visual attractiveness is a major factor in how people
engage with content (Gaviria 2008). If visualisation has a high aesthetic value, users
may be encouraged to engage in a deeper level of interpretation (Lang 2008). For
example, Figure 3, designed by Charles Joseph Minard, portrays the same data as
that of Figure 1, specifically Napoleon’s March to and from Moscow. The difference is
that Minard’s representation of Napoleon’s campaigns has an aesthetic quality
incorporating balance, elegant handwriting and colour coherence. The two simple
bands in the middle of the map represent the size of the army. The shape of the two
bands adds visual impact by emphasising the massive reduction in the size of the
army in comparison of that at the beginning of the war. In a sense, this
representation conforms to Tufte’s “minimalist” concept of aesthetic theory in the
design of visualisation. Visual elements that are unnecessary, useless and noninformative to information communication should be avoided (Tufte 2001). However,
the contrast between the width of the bands highlights the massive devastation of the
army and promotes a stronger emotional engagement in the subject matter.

Figure 3: Charles Joseph Minard’s Napoleon’s Campaigns (Tufte 2001, p. 176)

Applying aesthetics to visualisation has the ability, therefore, to invoke a sensation
on two levels. Firstly it can promote the traditional focus of visualisation on accuracy,
efficiency and effectiveness, which is valuable in scientific data visualisation (Card,
Mackinlay & Shneiderman 1999). At the same time, it can be used to prompt a
subjective experience in the form of an emotional response. This need not be pathos.
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Norman (2004) suggests that eliciting positive emotions can also enhance learning
and creative thought.
Tateosian, Healey and Enns (2007) concur with this, emphasising a role for creativity
in aesthetic visualisation to engage users’ attention in reaction to a stimulus. They
argue that artistic techniques such as abstract representation and brush strokes
techniques have been used to enhance aesthetic perception of visualisation through
non photo-realistic forms.
An aesthetic approach to visualisation is therefore quite different from traditional
methods. The latter emphasises the perception of communication with speed and
accuracy. The first emphasises the perception of experience (Card et al. 1999).
This paper suggests that traditional Chinese yijing aesthetic is one form that can be
used to demonstrate this, enhancing the perception of experience by fusing subject
and object and promoting pleasure and engagement.
Chinese yijing aesthetic
Yijing is a traditional Chinese aesthetic notion that refers to ‘an exceptional state of
mind’ or ‘an artistic conception’ (Li 2009). The concept of yijing emphasizes the
expression of an artist’s inner emotion through representation of their subjective
experience to the natural world (Zhang 2005). Li (2009) contends that yijing is similar
to the Western concept of “empathy” that involves “the melding of the appreciating
(or creating) self with the appreciated (or created) object” (Li 2009, p. 152). The
phenomenon of “empathy” in Chinese aesthetics is called “qing jing jiao rong” [情景
交融], which is the fusion of feeling and scene, or the unity of self and object (Li
2009; Zhang 2005).
The yijing aesthetic has been applied to several artistic applications: literature, poetry,
language, visual art and music (Liao 2011). In traditional Chinese painting, yijing
constitutes criteria for the judgment of the value of the artworks (Liu & Bralewskiz
2010). For example, a ‘good’ traditional Chinese painting usually possesses the yijing
aesthetic quality, which is linking to a perfect melding of poem and image (Zong
2005). Yijing, therefore, can be considered as a means by which aesthetic media
such as painting can be integrated into visualisation to promote a positive subjective
response aligned with its inherent values.
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Proposed conceptual framework
The conceptual framework in Figure 4 displays the relationship between the
communication-based and aesthetic approaches to data visualisation. It is argued
that this framework can be used to inform design principles for data visualisation.

Figure 4: The proposed visualisation conceptual framework

It is an axiomatic approach in that it represents a vertical data continuum, from data,
through information, to aesthetics. Each is a higher level of processing undertaken,
initially through organisation, through to design. As the complexity of the data is
reduced, the emotional experience of the user is enhanced, with the horizontal axis
delineating the processes inherent in developing the two forms of representation on
the left, with the user on the right. The interplay between the user and the
representation is portrayed as factors that moderate or influence perceptions. While
communication is primarily influenced by the need for speed, accuracy and efficiency,
the user’s experience is amplified by engaging with a more aesthetic representation.
It is fair to say, therefore, that the quality of the experience varies due to the nature
of representation. Clear information promotes understanding while aesthetics
promote pleasure and engagement. Inevitably some relationship still exists between
the need for communication and emotional engagement, though it would be
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expected that the objective communication elements may become increasingly
ambiguous as a subjective emotional response is elicited from the user. Key to this
framework, too, is the differentiation between pure organisation and design as the
main processes in generating the representation, with the latter process integrating
aesthetic characteristics. Both information and aesthetics are defined by
recognisable characteristics, though the forms may vary. Some information is best
organised in tables, for example, while EEG data is typically represented as
waveform. In this framework, the yijing aesthetic achieves the specified
characteristics of unity, harmony and so on through specific forms of reality, void and
rhythm, unity, and the evocation of imagination of nature. Reality can be understood
as tangible objects, which are represented as a realistic form with a focus on clarity.
These ‘real’ objects constitute the most important parts in an image in terms of
information. Void can be understood as emptiness or unclear objects, considered as
the less important parts in an image. Void and reality have a complementary
existence. This balance generates a visual rhythm that brings emotional harmony
between subjectivity and objectivity, and evokes imagination.
Design of aesthetic visualisation with the yijing aesthetic
As an instantiation of the model proposed in Figure 4, a design has been undertaken
that investigates the relationship between communication-focused waveforms and
experience-focused yijing aesthetic. The study uses sleep EEG data as source for
visualisation design. Seminal to human experience, Parman (1991) indicates that
dreaming has many different connotations, such as divinatory, deceitful,
preposterous, mad or delightful. Sleep is also a somewhat mysterious phenomenon,
which aligns well with the ambiguity of aesthetics and is also often associated with
creativity. As such, it forms an ideal medium for exploring aesthetics, particularly
given the strong historical fascination with dreams or dream imagery within the Art
disciplines (Shapiro, Sherman & Kryger 2013).
The source of the study
The sleep EEG data used in this study has been sourced from the PhysioBank
(Goldberger et al. 2000) with permission from Dr. Bob Kemp in The University
Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands. For the convenience of this study,
selected sleep EEG data segments has been pre-captured and truncated in parts to
ensure an adequate variety of sleep patterns. EDFbrowser software was selected for
the study as it promotes ease of accessing and editing the data (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: The screen shot of sleep EEG data visualisation as waveform by EDFbrowser
software

Approach to design
With yijing’s focus on nature as reality, the image of the flower has been selected as
the representation of sleep EEG data. The flower is a particularly resonant symbol
and one that has been used in a wide range of creative forms. For example William
Wordsworth’s Daffodils focuses on that flower to symbolise the author’s poetic self in
terms of his connection with the natural landscape within a Romantic paradigm
(Analysis of the Poem "Daffodils" by William Wordsworth 2011). As such, it aligns
with yijing while embracing universal quality of life, beauty and self.
Based on the framework, we designed a visual representation of sleep EEG data
through animation. Each flower in the animation is an instance of data, with the size
of flower indicative of the number. The larger the value of each piece of EEG data,
the larger the flower that appears on screen. The position of flowers is randomly
represented and the flowers gradually fade into the space. This randomness is
aligned with the unconscious ideations that emerge in dreams during sleep.
Figure 6 shows how the flower images act within the notions of reality and void, with
the reality of the flowers, contrasting with the void of the initial white space. As the
data appears in the animation (Figure 6A), the flowers gradually blur and fade to
provide a space for the imagination (Figure 6B). The repetition of this over time
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creates a complementary rhythm of visual patterns, promoting a harmony and visual
melody of colour and form.

(A)

(B)
Figure 6: The screen shots of sleep EEG data visualisation with the yijing aesthetic

This design is an experimental work that specifically seeks to explore the evocation
of the imagination through applying aesthetics to data visualisation. As such, the
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focus is not primarily on efficiency of communication. Rather, the inherent ambiguity
of the animation is embraced. Nevertheless, it is an accurate depiction of the data,
which allows for recognition of the concept of sleep within a broader aesthetic
interpretation. It is proposed that any deficit in accuracy and efficiency of
communication is addressed through enhanced perception and sensation of
experience.
Conclusion
The study explores how data, information and aesthetics operate as a
communication continuum. It has been shown that visualisation can enhance
communication through organisation with a focus on speed, efficiency and accuracy
while current research has highlighted the role of aesthetics in integrating perception
and sensation to create an emotional relationship that engages deeply with users.
The conceptual framework described here promotes a new aesthetic approach to
data visualisation that has the potential to enhance the end user experience. By
applying the form of the traditional Chinese yijing aesthetic to scientific visualisation
using sleep EEG data, a creative work has been developed that integrates traditional
Chinese philosophy with a focus on void and reality, unity, rhythm and the evocation
of imagination in terms of natural themes. The product will allow the forms and
characteristics of information and aesthetics to be interrogated in a manner that
identifies the key organisational and design principles required not just to
communicate concepts but to create a heightened experience for users when they
integrated into data visualisation.
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